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Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to investigate empirically the effect of intellectual capital (IC) on high IC firm 
financial performance with moderating role of dynamic capability (DC). The period covered is from 2000 to 
2011. Secondary data were collected from financial statements of high IC firms of Malaysia (technology sector, 
consumer products sector, trading and service sector, and industrial products) obtained from their websites. 
Regression models were developed to test the relationship among firm financial performance and IC. The 
analysis findings indicate that, the impact of IC on firm financial performance increases when DC is included as 
moderator. In addition, there is positive and significant relationship between humane capital efficiency (HCE), 
structural capital efficiency (SCE), and capital employed efficiency (CEE) with firm financial performance.  
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1. Introduction 
During the industrial age, tangible assets, labor and financial capital were considered the organization’s 
resources of wealth (Gan & Saleh, 2008). After the shift of market environment from the industrial period to the 
information period (Hsu & Wang, 2012), IC which is also known as intangible assets, is considered as the fourth 
factor of production, in addition to financial capital, labor and land (Lev & Daum, 2004). 

Emphasizing the performance of knowledge based firms such as Microsoft is indicated in the power of market 
value rather than the book value of these firms (Sullivan, 1999). There is a big gap among a company’s book 
value and its market value, the reasons of this gap is intangible assets (Sullivan, 1999). Some of the intangible 
assets in the firms are recognized and reported in the financial statements of firms such as brand equity and 
patents. In contrast, latent intangibles, for instance, skills and experience of employees, relationships, databases 
and information and administration system do not have formal categorization for recognition. However, they 
strongly contribute to organization’s market value. IC has been identified as intangible assets among researchers 
and regulators, resulting in its recognition in firms annual reports or disclosed as separate reports (Stewart, 1997). 
Balance sheet (now is known as statement of financial position) only discloses physical assets of firms with 
historical and book value, and it does not indicate IC as a significant part of firms’ total value. Thus original 
value of firms is not illustrated by financial statement. Therefore, disclosing and identifying IC is one of the 
important issues that firms attempt to depict in their financial statement beyond traditional financial accounting 
standards (Mouritsen, 2003). 

Today, one of the important resources for increasing firm performance is IC (Itami & Roehl, 1991). The strong 
relationship between the market tendency and performance was discovered by Jaworski and Kohli (1993). 
Organizations can be successful if they indicate and manage their IC (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). 

The aim of the study was: first, to survey the effect of IC on firm financial performance in high IC firms of 
Malaysia, secondly, was to test the moderating effect of dynamic capability (DC) on this relationship. 
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2. Literature Review 
2.1 Intellectual Capital (IC) 

There is a wide range of definitions for IC in the literature. One of the important steps that could help 
organizations achieve profitability is effective management of IC, yet finding its definition is difficult (Fondo & 
Wright, 2004). Definitions of IC focus on different items that can help create value in firms (Stewart, 1997) such 
as human properties, to organizational properties and knowledge (Mouritsen, 1998). In recent decades, there 
have been many attempts to find a standard definition of IC and acceptable definition by many researchers. 
Thomas Stewart has written the first concept of IC in a business journal in 1991 in an article for Fortune 
magazine (Stewart, 2001). Stewart (1991)suggested that if firms want to indicate intangible assets, they can 
disclose them in the financial statement like other assets. Stewart (1991) defined IC as the “sum of everything 
everybody in your company knows that gives you a competitive edge in the marketplace”. 

In this study, presented definition by Edvinsson and Malone (1997) is considered as the operational definition. 
This is because value added IC coefficient method (VAIC) which will be employed for measuring IC (that will 
be discussed in later sections) is according to the Skandia Navigator model, and this model is based on the 
definition and categorization of Edvinsson and Malone (1997). According to this definition, IC is divided in to 
human capital (H C) and structural capital (SC). 

Sveiby (1989) considered structural capital and individual capital as parts of IC which is also known as a 
know-how capital. Individual and public abilities, experience, competence and skills of firm’s employees have 
named individual capital. Firm’s competence is named structural capital which includes administration and 
computer system, edge and experience of firms and data bases. Skandia (1994) indicates that IC consists of both 
HC and SC which are parts of the aggregate sum of intangible value.  

Generally, scholars divided IC into three main parts. According to the definition by Bontis (1999), Edvinsson 
and Malone(1997), Stewart (1991, 1997), HC, SC and RC are parts of IC. 

2.2 Dynamic Capability (DC) 

DC is indirectly defined as an ability to create and reconfigure the resources to adapt rapidly changing markets, 
but one of the best and comprehensive definitions of DC is presented by Wang and Ahmad (2007). According to 
their definition, DC is the orientation stable behavior of firms to renew, integrate, recreate and reconfigure their 
capabilities and resources, and reconstruct and upgrade their core capabilities in response to the dynamic market 
to sustain competitive advantage. This definition is considered as the operational definition of this study because 
it includes DC and IC (DC is ability of firm to renew, integrate, recreate and reconfigure their capabilities and 
resources), and effect of DC on performance (DC reconstruct and upgrade firms core capabilities in response to 
the dynamic market to sustain competitive advantage and to sustain performance). 

3. Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses 
3.1 IC and Performance 

Youndt (1998) studied the relationships between SC, HC, and RC as parts of IC, on the one hand, and sales 
growth, financial returns, organizational costs and customer benefits as parts of performance on the other. His 
research results are: 

• The positive relationship among HC and sales growth and significant relationship between HC and 
increasing customer benefits, but financial returns, reducing organizational costs are not significantly related. 

• The negative relationship among RC and sales growth and significant relationship between RC and 
reducing organizational costs, but financial returns and increasing benefits are not significantly related. 

• The positive relationship among SC and financial returns and increasing customer benefits, but sales 
growth, reducing organizational cost are not significantly related. 

Firer and Williams (2003) conducted a study about relationship between traditional financial performance and 
intellectual capital which was measured by VAIC method. The findings of this research revealed that there were 
no positive and significant association among profitability, productivity, and market value as dependent variables 
and three components of IC. These results indicate that they depended mostly on their tangible resources. 

Chan (2009a) conducted a study in Hong Kong. He stated there was no significant relationship between financial 
performance and IC of firm. ROA, MB, ROE and ATO are used for measuring financial performance. This study 
was lasted from 2001 to 2005. The important of physical capital was one of the main results of this study. On the 
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other hand, according to results of this research, one of the most important factor for improving market valuation, 
productivity, and profitability of the firms is physical capital. 

One of the obvious effects of IC was the increasing competitive advantage and logically was the increasing in 
performance of firm. There were many studies to survey association among IC and performance, and its 
literature. The current paper made an attempt to enrich the literature of IC, thus, hypothesizing: 

H1: IC has a significant and positive impact on high IC firm financial performance.  

H1a: HCE has a significant and positive impact on high IC firm financial performance. 

H1b: SCE has a significant and positive impact on high IC firm financial performance. 

H1c: CEE has a significant and positive impact on high IC firm financial performance. 

3.2 IC, DC, and Firm Financial Performance 

There are many literatures on IC and improvement of organizations performance. Investigating the moderating 
impact of dynamic capability on the association among IC and financial performance is the purpose of this 
research. The literature on the relationship between dynamic capability and components of IC is scant, but there 
are conceptual reasons to expect this association. This association is generated in order to respond to the question 
why and how some organizations appear to sustain and create competitive advantage.  

Additionally, based on the dynamic perspective, sustaining stable firm performance depends on competitive and 
consistent behavior that relies on the firm ability to adapt and learn. This is possible if IC is exploited and 
developed through DC (Hsu & Wang, 2012). Wang and Ahmad (2007) defined DC as the firm orientation stable 
behavior to renew, integrate, recreate and reconfigure their capabilities and resources. Reconstructing and 
upgrading their core capabilities in response to the dynamic market are considered essential to sustain 
competitive advantage. IC is also known as knowledge resources that can be transformed into value and profit. 
Therefore, it is the firm’s stable behavior that can renew, integrate and reconfigure its IC to sustain competitive 
advantage and further earn high performance.  

Some previous researchers such as Hsu and Fang (2009), Kamukama et al. (2011), and Chen et al. (2006) 
believed in the need to employ a moderating or mediating variable on the association among VAIC and financial 
performance. For example, Kamukama et al. (2011) used competitive advantage as a mediating variable on the 
relationship among IC and firm performance. The result of the research showed that the relationship was 
significantly mediated by competitive advantage. Therefore, as pointed by the above discussion, this research 
seeks to survey the moderating effect of DC on the relationship among VAIC and firm financial performance. 
And the following hypotheses will be tested: 

H2: DC moderates the impact of IC on high IC firm financial performance. 

H2a: DC moderates the impact of HCE on high IC firm financial performance. 

H2b: DC moderates the impact of SCE on high IC firm financial performance. 

H2c: DC moderates the impact of CEE on high IC firm financial performance. 

4. Research Method 
4.1 Sample and Data Selection 

The high IC listed firms on the main board of Bursa Malaysia were the subjects of this research. According to 
Usoff et al. (2002), high IC firms are normally large in size, and one of the ways to determine size is by looking 
at the number of employees. Also, based on Sofian (2005), the companies which are expected to have high IC 
were chosen among the technology sector (mainly rich in HC and SC because of high investment in employee’s 
education and skills, and R&D activities), consumer products sector (mainly rich in RC because of high 
investment in customer and suppliers relationships), trading and service sector (mainly rich in HC and RC 
because of high investment in employee’s education and skills, and customer and suppliers relationships), and 
industrial products (mainly rich in HC and SC because of high investment in employee’s education and skills, 
and R&D activities). The period covered were from 2000 to 2011. In addition, Secondary data were collected 
from financial statements of the firms websites and analyzed. 

4.2 Variables Measurement 

4.2.1 IC  

In this study the VAIC method which was presented by Pulic (2000a) was be used for measuring IC variables 
(HC, SC, and CE). 
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In this model, the difference between input and output is the value added: 

Where, VA OUT IN 

VA = Value added for the firm 

OUT = Total revenues (sales) 

IN = Cost of brought- In materials, components and services  

4.2.2 Human Capital Efficiency 

Expenditures on employees are not considered as part of INPUT in VAIC, and expenses related to employees are 
presented as an investment in this formula.  HCE VA/HC                                      (1) 
4.2.3 Structural Capital Efficiency 

SC is the second component of IC which is computed below: SC VA HC                                      (2) 
There is no direct measurement method for SC, but it is the residual from VA minus HC. Therefore, SCE is 
calculated using the following formola: SCE SC/VA                                      (3) 
Finally, the sum of the partial coefficients of structural and human capital is IC efficiency as shown in the 
following formula: ICE HCE SCE                                   (4) 
4.2.4 Capital Employed Efficiency 

Pulic (2000a) argued that in order to have a broad picture of efficiency of value creating resources, it is 
important to take physical and financial capital into consideration. The following formula presents how capital 
employed efficiency can be obtained: CEE VA/CE                                      (5) 
Finally, the sum of ICE and CEE indicates overall value creation efficiency:  VAIC ICE CEE                                   (6) 
4.2.5 Dynamic Capability Measurement 

According to Hsu and Wang (2012), companies with high investment in R&D can gain a strategic competitive 
advantage, and economic value for the firms is continued over time if they have investment in marketing. 
Therefore, DC creation processes are directly related with R&D. Thus, in this study, the percentage of increase 
in R&D deployment is used for measuring DC as shown in the following formula: 

DC= 1/2 & && & &&                        (7) 

4.2.6 Financial Performance Measurement 

In this study, return on assets (ROA) was applied for evaluating financial performance of firm. This ratio was 
calculated by the following formula (Maditinos, Chatzoudes, Tsairidis, & Theriou, 2011): ROA 	 	                                       (8) 

4.3 Regression models 

Three steps of applying a hierarchical multiple regression to investigate the moderating impact of DC were 
employed as follows (Frazier, Tix, & Barron, 2004).  

The impact of predictor variables on dependent variable (Model 1): 

 

(9) 

Where tiROA , is the returen on assets of firm i in year t, are effective CEE, HCE, SCE, and VAIC. The 
disturbance term denoted as itε  was assumed to be serially uncorrelated with mean zero. 

titititititi VAICSCEHCECEEROA ,,4,3,2,10, εββββα +++++=
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The impact of moderator variable on dependent variable (Model 2): 

 

(10) 

Where DC is dynamic capability; 

The effect of interaction among the predictor variables and the moderator on dependent variable (Model 3) is 
calculated using the following formula: 

                      (11) 

 

Where VAICDC is interaction of IC efficiency and dynamic capability; HCEDC is interaction of human capital 
efficiency and dynamic capability; SCEDC is interaction of structural capital efficiency and dynamic capability; 
CEEDC is interaction of capital employed efficiency and dynamic capability. The disturbance term denoted as 

itε  was assumed to be serially uncorrelated with mean zero. 

5. Results and Analysis 
Statistical software STATA was employed to analyse the data. 

5.1 Descriptive Statistic and Correlation Analysis 

 

Table 1. Illustrates the overview of the nature of data analyzed, using the descriptive statistics 

Variables N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

ROA 1210 -0.22 0.28 0.0439 0.07440 

VAIC 1210 -1.74 7.25 2.4522 1.52567 

HCE 1210 -2.91 6.49 1.8573 1.37380 

SCE 1210 -1.27 2.09 0.4582 0.41038 

CEE 1210 -0.40 0.94 0.2211 0.17348 

DC 1210 -0.93 0.94 0.0234 0.25341 

VAICDC 1210 -2.05 2.27 0.0694 0.57300 

HCEDC 1210 -1.64 1.41 0.0529 0.42344 

SCEDC 1210 -0.43 0.42 0.0115 0.11320 

CEEDC 1210 -0.15 0.15 0.0052 0.04060 

ROA = Return on assets; VAIC = Value added intellectual capital coefficient; HCE = Human capital efficiency;
SCE = Structural capital efficiency; CEE = Capital employed efficiency; DC = Dynamic capability; VAICDC =
Interaction of Value Added IC Coefficient and dynamic capability; HCEDC = Interaction of human capital 
efficiency and dynamic capability; SCEDC = Interaction of structural capital efficiency and dynamic capability; 
CEEDC = Interaction of capital employed efficiency and dynamic capability; 

 

5.2 Empirical Results of Multiple Regressions 

Table 2 presents the result of hierarchical multiple regressions related to Models 1, 2 and 3. Model 1 is includes 
ROA as main independent variables (first step). Model 2 includes moderator variables (second step). Model 3 
includes the interaction terms (VAICDC, HCEDC, SCEDC, and CEEDC). The F statistic in Model 1 is 
significant (F = 127.94, p < 0.000), indicating that the CEE, HCE, SCE, and VAIC can be considered to be 
influencing ROA. Model 1 reveals that HCE, SCE, and CEE have positively and significantly influencing ROA 
while VAIC is insignificantly and positively (coefficient = 0.003, p-value = 0.339) effecting ROA. Therefore, it 
can reasonably be concluded that Hypothesises H1a, H1b, and H1c are accepted, but Hypothesises H1 is 
rejected.  

Model 2 shows that the F statistic is significant (F = 106.07, p < 0.000), suggesting that DC can be considered to 
be effecting financial performance by traditional measures. Model 3 which presents the impact of interaction 

tititititititi DCVAICSCEHCECEEROA ,,5,4,3,2,10, εβββββα ++++++=

titititi

tititititititi

CEEDCSCEDCHCEDC

VAICDCDCVAICSCEHCECEEROA

,,9,8,7

,5,5,4,3,2,10,

εβββ
ββββββα

++++
++++++=
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terms (CEEDC, HCEDC, SCEDC, and VAICDC) on ROA has a change in R2 of 0.007 and significant F change 
of 0.000. The R2 of 0.420 indicates the strong model explanatory power. In this Model the F statistic is 
significant (F = 62.72, p < 0.000), indicating that they can be considered to be effecting ROA. In regard to 
interaction terms (VAICDC, HCEDC, SCEDC, and CEEDC), VAICDC is positively and significantly 
influencing ROA (coefficient = 0.023, p-value = 0. 002). In contrast HCEDC is negetively and significantly 
(coefficient = -0.034, p-value = 0.003) effecting ROA. In addition, SCEDC and CEEDC have insignificant effect 
on ROA. Therefore, the overall result of Model 3 is supporting Hypothesis H2 and H2a, but Hypothesis H2b and 
H2c are rejected.  

 

Table 2. The result of the least square regression analysis with robust standard errors to examine the effect of 
VAIC, HCE, SCE, and CEE on ROA, DC as moderator 

Variables 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Coefficient (p-value) Coefficient (p-value) Coefficient (p-value) 

VAIC .003(0.334) 0.003 (0.339) 0.003(0.419) 

HCE 0.019(0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.019(0.000) 

SCE 0.024(0.001) 0.025(0.000) 0.027(0.000) 

CEE 0.152(0.000) 0.155(0.000) 0.155(0.000) 

DC  0.026(0.000) 0.034(0.004) 

VAICDC   0.023(0.002) 

HCEDC   -0.034(0.003) 

SCEDC   -0.022(0.379) 

CEEDC   0.076(0.066) 

CONS -0.046(0.458) -0.046(0.000) -0.047(0.000) 

R2 0.405 0.413 0.420 

Change in R2 - 0.008 0.007 

F-Value (Sig. F) 127.94(0.000) 106.07(0.000) 62.72(0.000) 

 

6. Discussion of Results 
Findings of this study based on the association among IC and high IC firm financial performance demonstrated 
that there exists no association among IC and firm financial performance. Therefore, H1 is rejected. The 
investors place greater value on companies with greater IC but failed to support the hypothesis.The results of the 
current research offer the bibliography of other research that was unable to support completely to the 
significance of IC. For example, Chen et al. (2006) founded an association among VAIC and firm financial 
performance in the Taiwan, while Firer and Williams (2003), in a study carried out on South Africa, failed to 
explain an association among VAIC and financial performance. On two researchs carried out in Malaysia, Shiu 
(2006) succeeded in explaning an association among VAIC and financial performance, while Gan and Saleh 
(2008) failed to explain relationship between VAIC and market valuation, but found the positive association 
among VAIC, profitability, and productivity. These conflicts could be because of some reasons; first, most of the 
researchs have been carried out in developing and emerging economics (Malaysia, South Africa, Thailand, 
Singapore, Turkey, Taiwan, Bangladesh), rather that on already advanced countries (Germany, France, UK). 
Second, developing and emerging economics are mostly based on physical assets and tend to neglect the 
intangible assets, thus, it seems logical for VAIC researches to fail to explain a positive association among firm 
value and IC. Third, according to Hsu and Fang (2009), Kamukama et al. (2011), and Chen et al. (2006) the 
effect of IC on performance will be significant with applying the third variable as moderator or mediator 
variables. 

Whereas, findings related to the moderation impact of DC on the relationship among IC and firm financial 
performance revealed that IC is not individually value relevant to firm financial performance, but it is value 
relevant to firm financial performance through the moderation of DC. This result is consistent with prior 
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researchs by Hsu and Fang (2009), Kamukama et al. (2011), and Chen et al. (2006) in positive effect of applying 
moderator or mediator variable in association among IC and performance. 

7. Conclusion 
This study seeked to measure IC performance. VAIC method was employed on a sample consisting of high IC 
firm of Malaysia (technology sector, consumer products sector, trading and service sector, and industrial 
products). ROA was employed to measure the firm financial performance. 

The study explored the performance of IC in high IC firms, and found out that VAIC lone does not have 
significant impact on firm financial performance. It is observed that there is a significant and positive association 
among the three dimensions of VAIC (HCE, SCE, and CEE) and firm financial performance. 

DC that is defined as the orientation stable behavior of firms to renew and integrate their capabilities and 
resources upgrade their core capabilities in response to the dynamic market to sustain competitive advantage is 
used as moderating variable. The findings show that the impact of IC on firm financial performance is increased 
by introducing DC as moderator.  
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